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Scaling Up Renewable Energy Program in Ethiopia
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Background 

Ethiopia plans to achieve climate resilient and green middle-

income economy status by 2025 with zero net emission

Conventional development path would, among other adverse

effects, result in :

A sharp increase in GHG emissions from 150 Mt CO2e in 2010

to 400 Mt CO2e in 2030

To avoid such negative effects, the government has developed a

strategy to build a green economy.
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Cont..

Ethiopia has registered high economic growth for the last

many years. For the growth achieved and for the

momentum so far built, energy has played a crucial role.

Industrial, agriculture, and construction (house) sectors

have been showing an ever increasing demand for power.

This growth is one good opportunity for the energy sector

however the pace of demand acceleration poses particular

challenge to the supply side.
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The strategy for a green economy is based on four pillars

Middle income country in 2025

Agriculture –

Improving crop and 

livestock practices  

▪ Reduce defores-

tation by agricul-

tural intensification 

and irrigation of 

degraded land

▪ Use lower-emitting 

techniques

▪ Improve animal 

value chain

▪ Shift animal mix

▪ Mechanize draft 

power

Forestry –

Protecting and 

growing forests 

as carbon stocks

▪ Reduce demand 

for fuelwood via 

efficient stoves

▪ Increase seques-

tration by 

afforestation / 

reforestation and 

forest 

management

Power – Deploying 

renewable and clean 

power generation

▪ Build renewable power 

generation capacity and 

switch-off fossil fuel 

power generation

▪ Export renewable power 

to substitute for fossil fuel 

power generation abroad

Industry,transport and 

buildings–Using 

advanced technologies 

▪Improve industry 

energy efficiency

▪Improve production 

processes

▪Tighten fuel efficiency 

of cars

▪Construct electric rail 

network

▪Substitute fossil fuel by 

biofuels

▪Improve waste 

management

Green economy strategy

Source: CRGE
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The CRGE outlines how Ethiopia will reduce 255 mtCO2e per year 

while ensuring economic growth

Additional 

abatement 

potential of 

~19 Mt CO2e 

from exporting 

green power to 

regional 

markets
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CRGE Strategy Vs Energy in Ethiopia

The CRGE strategy will guide the protection of the

country against the adverse effects of climate change and to

build a green economy that will help realize its ambition of

reaching middle-income status before 2025.

To reach at this stage, the energy sector should double its

production capacity before five years of the middle income

country target level's period.
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Cont….

The CRGE foresees to develop up to 25,000 MW of

Ethiopia’s generation potential by 2030. Of this hydro holds

22,000 MW, geothermal 1,000 MW and wind 2,000MW.

It is believed that the planned generation expansions will have

developed demand within the country, neighborhoods and beyond.

Cheep renewable generation place Ethiopia at an advantageous

position in the market that is going to be created in the region when

the ongoing interconnection projects are finalized.
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Cont….

Ethiopia has a generating capacity of energy 45,000MW

from water (current 3,810 MW ), 1.35 GW from wind

(Current 324 MW), 10,000 MW from Geothermal and 5.5

Kilowatt per hour per square meter from solar(Current 7

MW).

In the CRGE, to develop a rural energy a program is

anticipated aiming at scaling up the dissemination to 34

million improved cook stoves by 2030.
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GTP vs Energy in Ethiopia

The Second GTP has given emphasis to efficient and

renewable energy technologies.

The transition from agriculture to industry needs new

technologies and modern energy supply and use,

economical way of collaborating energy needs and delivery

in all round energy development.
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Scaling Up Renewable Energy in Ethiopia;

This objective will be achieved by the;

Construction of hydroelectric power and other

renewable energy generation projects

Expanding, strengthening and modernizing the existing

transmission and distribution lines to provide improved

access to rural villages all over the country

Reduce power losses to international benchmark levels

Export power to the neighboring countries.
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Cont

Development of alternative energies from renewable

sources such as wind, geothermal, solar, biomass as well as

energy efficiency measures will be a key part of energy mix

and integrated with CRGE Strategy.

SREP investments have great contribution in meeting the

overall demand for energy and improve access to energy.
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Cont..

Successful implementation of SREP pave the way for diversifying

the energy mix of the national power system by incorporating

geothermal and wind power, thereby increasing the system’s

reliability and resilience towards climate change

It also accelerate the electrification of the country by making more

energy available in the system.

SREP significantly contribute to Ethiopia’s goals of

achieving reductions in GHGE’s
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Some of the SREP  supported projects: 

Development of Aluto Langano Geothermal field

Assela Wind Farm Project

Clean Energy SMEs Capacity Building and Investment Facility

It is intended to support market development for clean,

renewable energy-based products and services in the

household and commercial segments, by providing targeted

capacity building and financing to SMEs selling improved

cook stoves, lighting devices, solar home systems, solar

water heaters, rooftop solar systems, and modern fuels.
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Current and Future Generation Composition of the Power System Type

Source: EEPCO, Corporate Planning Department
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Type 2015 2030

MW GWh % MW GWh %

Thermal 79.2 563.6 1.40% 79.2 563.6 0.57%

Non-Renewable Total 79.2 563.6 1.40% 79.2 563.6 0.57%

Hydro 10,641.6 36506 90.80% 22,000.0 86,724.0 87.26%

Wind 772.8 1,928.2 4.80% 2,000.0 4,029.6 4.05%

Geothermal 77.3 571.0 1.40% 1,000.0 7,446.0 7.49%

Bio-gas 103.5 626.7 1.60% 103.5 626.7 0.63%

Renewable Total 11,595.2 39,631.9 98.60% 25103.5 98,826.3 99.43%

Total 11,674.4 40,195.5 100% 25,182.7 99,389.9 100%



CRGE Facility established in September 2012, an innovative

funding mechanism to support CRGE Strategy implementation.

It is a bank housed within MOFEC which will be converted to a

Green Investment Bank. Managed by MEFCC and MoFEC.

The Facility is a single, national funding mechanism, intended to

manage and coordinate international climate funds, donor funds

and domestic funds.

FEDERAL 
DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OF 
ETHIOPIA

Annex 1-Climate Finance Mechanism
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1.To help mobilize, access, and combine finances

required for implementing the CRGE;

Sources of finance; government, private, development

partners, carbon trading, and multilateral agreements.

efficiently use limited resources in a coordinated and

synergistic way

FEDERAL 
DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OF 
ETHIOPIAThe CRGE Facility Objectives
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2.To help improve environmental management for

a climate resilient green development.

Provide financial support to enable actions to reduce

emissions and vulnerability.

Provide financial support to build capacity of

implementing and executing entities.

FEDERAL 
DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OF 
ETHIOPIA

CRGE Facility Objectives…
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Basic Structure of The CRGE Facility
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CRGE FACILITY

CRGE FACILITY SECRETARIAT
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CRGE Strategy Framework
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Potential Funding Sources
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CRGE Facility
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The SRM/CRGE Facility Work Process

Step-2 Implementing 
entities (IEs) work  to 
develop sector action 
plans (SRAPs)

Step-1 Setting green 
growth strategic 
vision including detail 
indicators for 
progress

Step-4 IEs review and 
bundle investment 
proposals into investment 
packages in line with 
strategic priorities of the 
SRPs 

Step-5 submission 
of investment 
packages and 
proposals to the 
CRGE Facility  

Step-6 Technical 
and financial 
review and 
appraisal of the 
investment 
packages

Step-7 Approved investment 
plans sent to the 
management committee for 
financing decision

Step-8 The management 
committee priorities and makes 
the funding decision and instructs 
the facility Secretariat to facilitate 
fund release 

Step-9 The Facility Secretariat  
releases money to the IEs

Step-10 The IEs release fund to the 
EEs 

Step-11 EEs 
report to the 
IEs

Step-12 IEs 
report to 
the CRGE 
Facility

Step-13 The 
CRGE Facility 
reports to 
contributors/
government

Planni
ng

Appro
val

Financ
ing

Imple
menta

tion

M&E 

EEs prepare 
investment 
proposals and 
submit to IEs

Step-3 IEs/EEs develop 
investment proposals, 
against priorities identified 
in the SRAPs 
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Step-1 Preparation 

• Federal IE, led 
by CRGE Unit, 
develop SRAPs 
combining 
regional inputs
• MEFCC 

provide 
framework 
and guidelines 

• CRGE Facility 
provide 
guidance, 
information 
and support 

STEP-2 Review 
and Appraisal

• CRGE Facility 
Submission
• Proposal 

recorded
• Appraisal 

process 
starts 

STEP-3 
Mobilization/Allocatio
n

• Facility 
Management 
Committee
• Considers 

recommendation 
from AB and 
Secretariat

• Allocates funds to 
priorities 

• Notification of 
proponents (IEs) 
by the Secretariat   

STEP-4 Implementation and 
M&E

• Implementation
• Funds disbursed to FIs 
• Federal IEs disburse to 

RIEs; EEs receive from 
FIs or RIEs 

• Monitoring and Evaluation  
• IEs submit report in 

line with M&E plan
• Facility ensures M&E 

Framework is adhered 
to

• Technical team ensures 
technical 
implementation and 
MRV  

CRGE Facility work flow chart
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Thank you for Your Attention!!
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